FETCO ITD-2135 3 gallon Ice Tea Dispenser

Product D-064

Instructions for use
-Remove dispenser cover before brewing, replace cover after brew is complete
-To prevent overflow, make sure the dispenser is completely empty before brewing into it.
-Discard old tea often during the day and make a fresh batch
-Never keep tea overnight in this or any dispenser.
-Use only the handles to lift or carry the dispenser

Cleaning Instructions
Do not use bleach or cleaners containing chlorides.
Use any commercial beverage urn cleaner to clean the inside of the dispenser.
Follow the cleaner manufacturer’s instructions.
Thoroughly rinse the dispenser after cleaning.
Remove faucet body from shank by unscrewing plastic wing nut as shown
Disassemble upper assembly and remove the faucet upper assembly as shown
Inspect the seat cup for wear. Clean or replace if necessary.
Wash plastic parts with cleaning brush and dish detergent. Avoid abrasives
To sanitize the dispenser before filling, brew a batch of water only (no tea) into the dispenser
allow it to rest for 10 minutes-and drain. Repeat daily, or as needed.

Å Faucet Shank
-Unscrew and remove faucet body.
-With cleaner or hot soapy water--use
brush to clean faucet shank.

-Unscrew and remove
-Clean faucet body and
upper assembly by soaking
in commercial dispenser
cleaner or hot soapy water.
-Rinse and Dry

-Do not allow sharp bush tip to contact
the soft set cup.
-Rinse and Dry

We recommend Urnex Tabz™ Tea Clean for use on FETCO® tea brewing equipment
-Specifically formulated for the removal of tea stains from tea brewing equipment.
-Daily cleaning of Iced Tea Dispensers ensures fresh tasting iced tea and properly maintained equipment.
-Cleans brew basket and serving vessel in one simple step
-Sanitizes all types of tea ware for bright and sparkling flavor of brewed tea

Simple directions to use Urnex Tabz™
1
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Drain all product from dispenser
Place four tablets in center of brew basket
Run brew cycle into server and hold.
Discard solution and remove any residue.
Rinse all parts with clean water. REPEAT

Optional tea dispenser instructions and cleaning

Location of dispenser trim

Drawing number1102.00193.00

FETCO ITD-2135 3 gallon Ice Tea Dispenser
PART NO

Product D-064

DESCRIPTION

Ref.

QTY

1

1

1111.00034.00

WELDMENT, DISPENSER 3.5GAL, TBS-2121

2

1

1023.00187.00

PROTECTOR, BACK POCKET, TBS DISP.

3

1

1012.00005.00

SHANK,TEA DISPENSER FAUCET

4

1

1024.00061.00

O_RING SHANK 1/2 ID X 5/8 OD, TBS DISP.

5

1

1023.00186.00

GASKET, TEA CONTAINER FAUCET SHANK

6

1

1013.00078.00

SCREW, SHANK TEA DISPENSER

7

1

1071.00045.00

C - RING FOR TEA FAUCET

8

1

1071.00047.00

FAUCET, TEA DISPENSER

9

1

1071.00046.00

PLASTIC WING NUT

10

4

1023.00175.00

BUMPER DISPENSER 2A

11

4

1023.00174.00

BUMPER DISPENSER 2B

12

4

1082.00075.00

SCREW, #8 X 1/2", FLAT HD, PH, SHEET METAL

13

1

1023.00178.00

DISPENSER COVER,
TBS-2121
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NOT
SHOWN

1

1074.00005.00

CLEANING BRUSH--Ice Tea Dispenser

Designs, materials, specifications, physical dimensions, firmware and software protocol for equipment or replacement parts are subject to change by FETCO without notice

